
Artist T3 
Full Range Speaker 

Artist T3 full-range loudspeaker adopts customized neodymium 
speaker, delivering high SPL with a very compact size cabinet. 

Artist T3 is equipped with a wall mou nt bracket to adjust the angle 
horizontally and vertically; 

With stand alone Artist T-Box40, Artist T3 can switch for impedance 
and voltage output. 1 Artist T-Box40 can be used with up to 4 Artist 
T3 full-range speakers. 
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® With stand alone Artist T-Box40, Artist T3/T4 can switch for 
impedance and voltage output. 1 Artist T-Box40 can be used 
with up to 4 Artist T3/T4 full-range speakers. 
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Frequency Response 
(-6dB anechoic chamber) 

ArtistT3 110Hz-20KHz 

Artis!T3+ 
Artis! T-Box40 

Artis!T4 1 00Hz-20KHz 

Artis!T4+ 
Artis! T-Box40 

www.audiocenter.net 

Coverage 
Angle(HxV) 

110°x100° 

110°x100° 

Power(AES) 

40W 

60W 

Voltage Power 

70V 40W/20W/10W/5W 
100V 40W/20W/10W 

70V 40W/20W/10W/5W 
100V 40W/20W/10W 

Artist T4 
Full Range Speaker 

Artist T4 full-range loudspeaker adopts customized neodymium 
speaker, delivering high SPL with a very compact size cabinet. 

Artist T4 adopts unique T-eye™ design, using two dame tweeters, 
and the array layout is assembled in the center front of the speaker, 
which makes the speaker with wider frequency response, larger 
near-field coverage and smoother sound. 

Artist T4 is equipped with a wall mount bracket to adjust the angle 
horizontally and vertically. 

With stand alone Artist T-Box40, Artist T4 can switch for impedance 
and voltage output. 1 Artist T-Box40 can be used with up to 4 Artist 
T4 full-range speakers. 

® Artist T4 Frequency Response Curve 
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Maximum Calculated Rated 
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SPU1M lmpedance 

113dB 160 

116dB 160 
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Cabinet Color 

� 

Dimension 
(WxHxD) 

Black/White 121x133x138mm 

Black/White 154x174x158mm 

NetWeight 

1.0Kg 

2.0Kg 

Black is standard and default color. Consult with Audiocenter sales team for other customized colors. 
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Artist T6 
LineArray 

Artist T6 adopts unique T-eye ™ design, using four dame tweeters, 
and the array layout is assembled in the center front of the speaker, 
which makes the speaker with wider frequency response, larger 
near-field coverage and smoother sound. 

With modular design concept, Artist T6 can be used in single pc or 
multiple pcs as line array to meet different demands. The angle of 
the fly bar can be adjusted 0 0

, 3 °, 6 °, 9 °, 12 ° according to 
different venues and different applications. Single pc can be 
mounted by wall mount bracket, with the mounting degree to be 
adjusted vertically. Artist T6 is with molded industrial design cabinet 
side caver, to work as handle and hide the pins. 

® Artist T6 Frequency Response Curve 
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Artist T8 
LineArray 

Artist TB adopts unique T-eye ™ design, using four dame tweeters, 
and the array layout is assembled in the center front of the speaker, 
which makes the speaker with wider frequency response, larger 
near-field coverage and smoother sound. 

With modular design concept, Artist TB can be used in single pc or 
multiple pcs as line array to meet different demands. The angle of 
the fly bar can be adjusted 0 0

, 2 °, 4 °, 6 °, B 0
, 10 °, 12 ° according 

to different venues and different applications. Single pc can be 
mounted by wall mou nt bracket, with the mounting degree to be 
adjusted vertically. Artist TB is with molded industrial design cabinet 
side caver, to work as handle and hide the pins. 

® Artist T8 Frequency Response Curve 
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Frequency Response Coverage Power(AES) Maximum Calculated Rated lmpedance Cabinet Color Dimension(WxHxD) NetWeight 

Artis!T6 

ArtistT8 

(-6dB anechoic chamber) Angle(HxV) 

55Hz-20KHz 110°x100° 

50Hz-20KHz 110°x100° 

SPU1M 

160W 

260W 

126dB 80 Black/White 344x277x218mm 6.5Kg 

128dB 80 Black/White 418x277x261 mm 8.0Kg 

Black is standard and default color. Consult with Audiocenter sales team for other customized colors. 


